Journal Publications, Indexing and Academic Excellence: Have We Chosen the Right Path
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Abstract Journal communications have been revolutionized by the evolution of the concept of online and open access publications. Even the older and traditional journals have adopted the online mode for paper submission, peer review and editorial procedures before a research communication is published. Most journals now have both an online and print version where both are either freely available or available under subscription. Currently the situation of journal publications has been in a lot of criticism. This review attempts to elaborate on the current status of journal publication, indexing, impact factor, authorship and criteria for assessment of academic excellence.
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1. Journal Publications

A decade back there were limited number of journals publishing research communications, which used to undergo rigorous peer review and editorial process and one had to wait for almost a year before his/her paper is finally accepted and published. With no availability of online submissions, most researchers had to send their papers through post which was responsible for the delay in the publication process. The idea of an online journal publication hardly has existed and most journals used to generate revenue through subscription from libraries/institutions/individuals. A print journal that publishes a research communication compliments the author with a limited number of re-prints of the published manuscript and in case the authors require additional re-prints an extra amount had to be paid. The question of plagiarism, misconduct and unethical practices was rarely noticed. Traditionally journal publications have only been done by recognized scientific societies (these societies had members who evaluate the research results and accept) like the, American society of microbiology (ASM), Royal society of chemistry (RSC) and society of general microbiology (SGM) etc..

Journal communications have been revolutionized by the evolution of the concept of online and open access publications. Even the older and traditional journals have adopted the online mode for paper submission, peer review and editorial procedures before a research communication is published. Most journals now have both an online and print version where in both are either freely available or available under subscription.

Currently the situation of journal publications has been in a lot of criticism; reason being the emergence of various open access journals published by self styled scientific societies, individuals, group of individuals, universities and even institutions. Most traditional publishers have been from the western countries and only few had existed in the other parts of the world. This had created a kind of imbalance and could have been responsible for the emergence of many publishers both from the developed and third world nations catering mostly to the researchers belonging to developing nations. All the journals are required to get an ISSN (International standard serial number) number, separate for print and online versions. There is no scientific criterion or evaluation process required for applying ISSN number except that a journal has to publish a given number of original research papers. In fact it is very easy for anybody to apply and acquire an ISSN for their journal [1,2].

2. Indexing

The meaning of indexing actually is how well a periodical/journal/serial/publication is located and protected at a particular place/repository and is available for use in future even after the discontinuance of the journals in which they were actually published. Journals hardly have an idea of what exactly are the indexing agencies and those which just act as cataloguing the serial/journal identities. Some libraries only store abstracts of the published content and are termed as abstracting indexes. Most indexing and abstracting libraries present their own criteria for including journals. Journals initially are required to submit the details of their serial in a journal submission format as defined by the respective abstracting and indexing agency. Evaluation usually is done based on various factors that include the editorial standards as indicated on the respective journals site, peer review process as described by the publisher, licensing details, regularity of publication and others. Till recently Pubmed,
Mere indexing does not guarantee the quality of any journal. The decision to consider few indexing agencies and to accept papers published in journals indexed with them for taking decision on academic promotions needs to be debated. Pubmed/medline/index medicus/web of science is considered as a quality indexing in case of biomedical journals. Although the criteria for indexation of journals in pubmed appear to be well organized, it is not fool proof. Many journals with over five years of quality publishing experience fail to get indexed by pubmed, whereas a few other journals are covered by pubmed in their first year of publication. The Scopus/Embase/Exrepta Medica appears to be the second most preferred indexing platform for journals which covers different specialities that includes and not limited to biomedical sciences. It is interesting that few journals which are run by pay and publish model are included in Scopus [42].

Recent medical council of India’s decision to consider papers published in journals indexed with index Copernicus needs to be reviewed as many journals indexed with this agency are questionable [43]. Another decision by MCI to not to consider electronic only journals cannot be justified as there are many online only journals/publishers which publish quality papers indexed by pubmed/medline (Biomed central (BMC) and Public library of science (PloS)) and that several other journals having print versions are highly questionable in terms of their scientific quality [44,45]. In the era of computerization, open access publication and internet, preferring a print journal over online journals remains questionable.

Another interesting recommendation of MCI regarding recognized indexing agencies includes the index medicus. MCI mentions that papers listed in index medicus are acceptable for promotions. It should be noted that index medicus is a print and bounded format of all those journal articles included in Medline. In fact many researchers/academicians do not clearly know about the pubmed, pubmed central, medline and index medicus. Pubmed includes journals which are both open access as well as many other journals which are not open access and are subscription based journals. Only abstracts of the published papers of non-open access journals will be available in pubmed. Full papers of all open access journals and few subscription based journals are included in pubmed central. Online repository which includes selected journals included both in pubmed and pubmed central are available in the form of Medline/ unbound Medline. Index medicus is the printed form/bounded form of the journal articles included in Medline [46].

Availability of other indexing agencies like the African index medicus, WHO’s Index medicus for south East Asian region (IMSEAR), WHO’s global index medicus and the Indian version of index medicus named as IndMED and MedIND clearly demonstrates the fact that MCI needs to be more precise of what actually they have meant when they recommend index medicus [47,48]. Another important fact is that currently the print version of medline i.e. the index medicus has been stopped since 2004 [46].

3. Academic Excellence

There has been a lot of debate as to what should be taken in to account while evaluating researcher/academicians
scientific credibility. Parameters that people consider for assessing the academic excellence of a person includes the number of publications, impact factors of the journals in which the papers have been published and citation index (how many times the paper has been cited by others) of the papers which are published. Mere analysis of journal impact factors has been traditionally accepted as a method of deciding an individual’s scientific excellence. This system has undergone much criticism. Later emerged what is called as h-index (Hirsch’s h-index), which is a value calculated considering the most citations obtained in a given number of papers, i.e. if a researcher has 50 papers and only if his 5 papers are cited a minimum of 5 times then his/her h-index is 5. This method of evaluating a researcher has also not been without any draw backs. As for the h-index of a researcher to improve, it may take a very long time [49]. Many players have now emerged taking this advantage to woo researchers to join communities to showcase their research and improve the scientific exposure. Researchgate is one such scientific community wherein the researcher gets registered in this site and upload their publications both the journal articles and conference abstracts. Researchgate registered individuals also get a value which depends on the number of publications, impact factor of journals, and the ability of a researcher to participate in a scientific discussion either by raising a question or by answering in various forums [50]. Other scientific community websites currently functioning include the Frontiers, ORCID, ResearcherID, Academia and the Kudos [51,52,53,54,55].

Current status of evaluating scientific/academic excellence remains unclear where in institutions/universities follow their own methodologies and is different in various parts of the world. Medical institutions/academics/universities throughout the world prefer papers published in pubmed/pubmed central/medline/index medicus. Few others also consider papers published in journals indexed by Scopus and embase/excepta medica. Having a paper published in an acceptable indexing agency partially confirms the scientific and editorial standards. Pubmed indexing of a journal previously was considered as a difficult one to get for journals where in a journal is scrutinized for editorial and scientific quality among many other aspects of journal publication [56]. It should also be understood that mere indexation by pubmed/pubmed central/medline/index medicus does not always guarantee quality of a journal. Some journals take years to get indexed in pubmed where as few others gain entrance into pubmed even before a year of release of its first volume. The Welcome Trust and the higher education funding council for England recently had decided to avoid using the journal impact factor for making decisions on funding, appointment and promotion [57].

4. Authorship

There is a debate on which author among those listed in a published scientific paper should get its full credit. According to the committee for publication ethics (COPE) there are certain criterion which needs to be satisfied to be listed as an author of a manuscript [58]. Traditionally, the first author of a manuscript is considered as principal who was instrumental in the conduction of research work. Credit also was given equally to the last author/corresponding author, who was the person responsible for designing and development of research paper and who is also a guide to the principal author. Scientific community at large does not seem to accept it citing the reason that most of the research work happens in collaboration and that a research work is translated in to a manuscript only with the help of several people and all deserve equal credit. Many others disagree with such a suggestion citing the fact that publications may include ghost authorship; which means authorship is given to people who may be colleagues, friends and relatives who have nothing to do with the paper/research work. Authorship in a scientific communication for the sake of improving the number of publications and gaining academic promotions has increased in the recent past igniting the debate as to who should be credited for publication.

5. Conclusion

Research and scientific publications are among those few parameters which indicate academic excellence of an individual. Indexing/abstracting of a journal only guarantees the extended visibility/availability/safety of a valuable research and can never indicate its scientific standards. Although research and scientific communications need to be encouraged in academic and other institutions, they should not be the only criteria for the career development/academic promotions. Impact factor of journals do not directly reflect the academic excellence of a researcher and that all factors including citations of the published papers and the role of a researcher in the improvement of current knowledge on a particular aspect and many other factors should be considered while assessing a researcher’s academic excellence. Publications for the sake of promotions and sharing authorships only to increase the numbers of publications should be strongly discouraged. It should be noted that no single criteria (journal indexing, journal impact factor, H-index, citations to papers published) can actually be considered for evaluating the academic excellence of an individual. Academic improvement of an individual can only be measured by peer evaluation considering several factors which needs further discussion and regular appraisal.
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